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THE BENEFITS OF BETTER SOUND

INDEPENDENCE

Despite being used by marketers for
many decades, audio branding has come
to prominence in the last few years. It’s
been named 2019’s “hottest marketing
trend” and many major brands have
recently invested heavily in audio
branding.

All research referenced within this
document has been carried out
independent of The Sound Agency’s
inﬂuence - either directly by clients
themselves, or by external independent
research agencies.

However, strategic sound is still
uncharted territory for many brands.
Companies might be unsure of the
potential impact or return on investment.
Sometimes, there’s still the notion that
sound is an optional extra, or that its
beneﬁts are intangible.

THE SOUND AGENCY
Founded in 2003, The Sound Agency is
one of the world’s most experienced
audio branding agencies.
Our speciality is the art and science of
sound: designing creative yet effective
sonic identities for brands across all of
their various touchpoints.

THIS DOCUMENT
This document collates all research
carried out by our clients about the
outcomes of our work.

CLIENT CONFIDENTIALITY
This document details the full extent of
the information that we’re able to share
about these research projects.
There are some details we can’t share,
due to client conﬁdentiality - for example,
we aren’t able to share raw data, and
sales increases are given as percentage
increases rather than speciﬁc monetary
amounts.
However, we can share some general
information about the sound itself, the
installations, research methodologies
and broad ﬁndings.

MAJID AL FUTTAIM
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

METHODOLOGIES

Majid Al Futtaim’s vision is to “create
great moments for everyone, every day.”
The company is a lifestyle pioneer across
the Middle East and North Africa. Its
portfolio spans shopping malls and
hotels, through to residential
communities and ski resorts across 13
international markets.
After developing comprehensive brand
and marketing sound assets, The Sound
Agency created and installed a suite of
31 branded generative and looping
soundscapes based around the new
identity in a pilot for the Mall of the
Emirates’ main spaces and numerous
sub-brands.

Research agency

GRMC Advisory Services

Participants

849 mall visitors

Locations

16 interview points across the mall

Methodology

A dipstick interview campaign carried out across the mall before
and after The Sound Agency’s installations. Questions focussed
around determining visitors’ happiness, energy levels and clearheadedness.

Time period

4 days (weekdays and weekends, various times of day) prior to and
after the sound installations

RESULTS
Customer happiness increased from 7.2
pre-sound to 7.8 post-sound. GRMC
conﬁrmed this result as statistically
signiﬁcant. Across locations, increases
ranged from 1% to 22%, with an average
increase of 8%.
Customer energy levels increased from
6.9 pre-sound to 7.5 post-sound. GRMC
conﬁrmed this result as statistically
signiﬁcant. Across locations, increases
ranged from 0% to 27%, with an average
increase of 9%.
There was no signiﬁcant effect on
customer clear-headedness.
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HELM BANK
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Banco de Crédito was the most
prestigious banking group in Colombia –
in the top ﬁve in terms of assets and
branches.
It rebranded to become Helm. Helm
adopted a world-leading programme to
deliver a new multisensory brand into its
60 locations.
The Sound Agency’s work included
sound audits, sound guidelines, a sonic
logo, oﬃce music playlists, two
generative retail soundscapes, music on
hold, plus a voice training programme
and consultancy on IVR and web sound.

Research agency

Client conﬁdential

Participants

Client conﬁdential

Locations

Client conﬁdential

Methodology

Client conﬁdential

RESULTS
Helm became the world’s ﬁrst multisensory bank.
Customer satisfaction in the treated
branches rose by 20% - from 83% to 99%.
New account signups and revenue per
branch doubled in the multi-sensory
branches.

Revenue, signups and share value

100%

100%

95%
90%
85%
80%

Post-treatment

75%

Pre-treatment

Helm’s company share price doubled in
the 18 months after the multi-sensory
brand work. The CEO attributed the multisensory branding as a signiﬁcant
contributor to this increase.

Customer satisfaction

Percentage increases

METHODOLOGIES

Customer satisfaction

ABOUT THE PROJECT
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KAMPPI
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

METHODOLOGIES

Kamppi is Finland’s largest shopping
centre. The mall is located in the centre
of Helsinki, and has a reputation as the
city’s new downtown commercial and
residential centre.
The mall enlisted the help of The Sound
Agency, along with Bauer Media Finland
and Mall Voice, to replace its music
playlist with a generative soundscape
designed to improve customer
experience.
The Sound Agency composed a
generative soundscape that was urban,
whilst remaining calming and welcoming,
and which was adapted to the quality of
the mall’s existing speakers.

Research agency

Path Intelligence

Participants

Client conﬁdential

Methodology

A/B testing soundscape versus previous background music.
External factors such as weather, day of the week and and
customer variations were accounted for.

Time period

≈2 months

The study showed an average increase in
dwell time of 7.7%.
Path Intelligence estimates that every 1%
increase in dwell time increases
shopping centre sales (average purchase
value) by 1.3%.
Calculated on this basis, it estimated that
Kamppi’s new soundscape will increase
the mall’s retail sales by up to 10% (an
increase of 25 million Euros).

Increases in dwell time and est. retail
sales during soundscape condition

Estimated return on investment
€30

10.0%
€24
Million Euros (€)

RESULTS

7.5%
5.0%

€12
€6

2.5%

€0
Est. retail sales

Estimated
annual ROI

Dwell time

Investment

0.0%

€18

BP SERVICE STATIONS
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

METHODOLOGIES

BP’s service station bathrooms were the
source of great dissatisfaction, severely
damaging the overall customer
experience.
The company wanted to trial a new
concept: ﬁve-star bathrooms, including
improved cleanliness, pleasing decor
with large colourful nature pictures and a
relevant soundscape.
The Sound Agency worked with the
global brand marketing and innovation
team to create a generative soundscape
of psycho-acoustically adapted birdsong,
designed to elicit feelings of open space,
security, alertness and a connection with
nature.

Research agency

External research agency

Participants

720 visitors

Locations

Service stations in Austria, Spain and the UK

Methodology

Visitor interview prior to and after the “ﬁve star bathroom”
installation.

Customer satisfaction increased by 50%,
with the average post-bathroom rating
increasing from 6/10 to 9/10 following
the installation.
71% of customers rated the site as better
or much better than competitors.
A signiﬁcant number of participants
(29%) speciﬁcally mentioned the
soundscape as a major factor in their
enjoyment of the experience.
BP count this as their most successful
customer experience program to date.

Customer satisfaction
10
Customer satisfaction

RESULTS
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GLASGOW AIRPORT
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

METHODOLOGIES

The Sound Agency’s original task was to
reduce passenger stress using sound.
Our installations were limited by the
small number of usable PA
loudspeakers.
The resulting main soundscape was a
gentle generative composition with two
variations: birdsong by day and water by
night. It was slow-moving with uplifting
musical elements. The sound played at
an ambient level - barely perceptible and
in many cases not consciously noticed
by passengers.

Research agency

Internally by client

Locations

Sales data from 3 major retailers

Methodology

Soundscape on vs. soundscape off, taking into account major oneday events.

Time period

≈50 days

Retail sales increased by an average of
4.6% across the stores when the
soundscape was playing.
The retail turnover in one prominent
high-street retail chain rose by 8.1%
when the soundscape was playing.

Effect of soundscape on retail sales
9.0%
Sales increases

RESULTS

6.8%
4.5%
2.3%
0.0%

Store 1

Store 2

Store 3

NAPIER UNIVERSITY
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

METHODOLOGIES

Dr Iain McGregor is a lecturer and
research in sound design and listening at
Napier University, where he leads the
Sound Design BSc (Hons) and Sound
MSc programmes. He is also the author
of the book Soundscape Mapping:
Comparing Listening Experiences.
Having heard about The Sound Agency’s
KPI performance for retailers, Dr
McGregor was interested in studying the
effects of generative sound in a
laboratory setting.

Research agency

Napier University / Dr. Iain McGregor

Participants

100, recruited from a convenience sample

Locations

Auralisation suite, Napier University

Methodology

Three 16 bit, 44.1 kHz stereo WAV ﬁles, each just over ﬁve minutes in duration, were supplied by The Sound
Agency. They comprised: one music mix designed to be typical of the kind of pop used in malls; one recording
of café sound; and one sample from a generative soundscape speciﬁcally designed by The Sound Agency for
use in a shopping mall.
Participants were asked to rate “how they felt” using the scales stressed/relaxed, confused/clear, negative/
positive on a 10 point scale after listening to the stimuli.

RESULTS
Across all age groups and genders,
there was a positive effect on all scales
(stressed/relaxed, confused/clear,
negative/positive) when the generative
sound was playing, compared to the café
sound or pop music playlist.
In terms of reliability, Chronbach’s Alpha
was calculated for all 100 participants’
responses at 0.824. The test is
considered to show very good reliability
in psychometric testing.

Chart Title
Café

Music

Generative sound

Café
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7
5
65-74

3

25-34

65-74

35-44

55-64

1
-1

55-64

Generative sound
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Café

25-34

65-74

35-44

55-64

Music
20-24
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Generative sound

25-34

35-44

45-54

45-54

Confused/clear (0-7) mean
responses according to age

Negative/positive (0-7) mean
responses according to age

45-54

Stressed/relaxed (0-7) mean
responses according to age

Music

█ Generative sound

█ Cafe sound

█ Pop music

HELSINKI AIRPORT
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

METHODOLOGIES

Helsinki-Vantaa Airport handles over 17
million passengers a year, and has
received numerous awards for its
passenger experience and service
quality.
Owners Finavia felt that the check-in and
security element of the customer journey
in Terminal 2 needed improving. The
client tested a stress-reducing generative
soundscape from The Sound Agency
over an extended period in 2016.

Research agency

Client conﬁdential

Participants

Client conﬁdential

Locations

Client conﬁdential

Methodology

Client conﬁdential

Time period

Client conﬁdential

RESULTS
The generative sound increased positive
customer satisfaction by an average of
approximately 7.6%.
The generative sound decreased
negative customer satisfaction
decreased by an approximate average of
14.7%.

Customer satisfaction levels

20%

28%
46%

9%

52%

6%
20%

Soundscape off

19%

Soundscape on

FURNITURE STORE/WAREHOUSE
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

METHODOLOGIES

A major furniture store/warehouse was
interested in understanding the impact of
its current in-store content (tailored
music playlists and ads).
During a 10-week trial they compared the
impact of this existing content with an
off-the-shelf generative soundscape from
The Sound Agency. They measured the
impact of each condition on sales and
customer satisfaction.
The off-the-shelf generative soundscape
generated positive sales and customer
satisfaction data. We believe that this
impact could even be enhanced with a
custom-composed, branded soundscape
for the client.

Research agency

Client conﬁdential

Locations

1 representative store, Finland

Methodology

A/B testing across two conditions: (i) the client’s existing tailored
music and advertisements, and (ii) an off-the-shelf generative
soundscape (untailored to the client)

Time period

2.5 months

RESULTS
Average sales were 1.4% higher when the
soundscape was playing, compared to
the tailored music and ads.
Customer satisfaction was 1.1% higher
when the soundscape was playing,
compared to the tailored music and ads
(and there was a 3.5% increase in
extremely satisﬁed customers).
The client also received signiﬁcant
amounts of positive feedback about the
soundscape from customers and staff
during the test.
The client was delighted with the results.
We are in discussions regarding a
tailored soundscape, bespoke to the
client’s brand.

Increases in customer satisfaction and retail
sales during soundscape condition
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%
█ Customer satisfaction (general)
█ Customer satisfaction (extremely satisﬁed)
█ Retail sales

VIENNA AIRPORT
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

METHODOLOGIES

Vienna Airport is a major European
transport hub that serves over 20 million
passengers every year.
The Sound Agency carried out a Retail
Sound Audit to understand sound in the
airport’s spaces and installed an “off the
shelf” generative soundscape in order to
determine the impact of generative
sound on Vienna Airport’s retail
behaviour.

Research agency

Internally by client

Participants

Data from ≈180,000 customer transactions

Locations

1

Methodology

Soundscapes on vs soundscapes off on a daily basis, with an equal
number of weekdays for each condition. Research analysed storesubmitted sales ﬁgures.

Time period

4 months

Revenue per customer increased by
2.2% on average over the four month
trial period when the generative
soundscape was playing, which equated
to a cumulative increased turnover of
1.2%.
During the later months of the trial,
soundscape volume levels were ﬁnetuned. This resulted in a greater sales
increase: in the ﬁnal month of the trial,
revenue per customer increased by 2.8%
on average when the generative
soundscape was playing, which equated
to a cumulative increased turnover of
2.2%.

Revenue per customer
Revenue per customer increases

RESULTS

3.0%
2.3%
█ Month 4

1.5%

█ Trial average

0.8%
0.0%
Soundscape off

Soundscape on

CITY OF LANCASTER, CALIFORNIA
ABOUT THE PROJECT

METHODOLOGIES

The city’s Mayor R Rex Parris saw the
opportunity to improve wellbeing and
lower crime rates by installing a relaxing
soundscape for walkers along
Lancaster’s pedestrian precinct.
The soundscape we created includes
birdsong to produce a feeling of security,
gentle water to evoke purity and serenity,
and music at half the speed of the typical
human heartbeat to entrain people down
to a slower pace of movement.
The soundscape plays for ﬁve hours on
weekdays from more than 70
loudspeakers mounted on poles above
central parking spaces or hidden inside
plants along the sidewalk.

Research agency

Client conﬁdential

Participants

Client conﬁdential

Locations

Client conﬁdential

Methodology

Client conﬁdential

Time period

Client conﬁdential
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The sheriff’s captain reported that crime
rates fell 15% after the soundscape’s
installation.

Crime rates

Media interest was intense, both in the
USA and worldwide, including the front
page of the Wall Street Journal, national
and international press and TV.

Reported city crime rates

RESULTS
100%
95%
90%
85%
80%
Pre-sound

Post-sound

US INSURANCE BRAND
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

METHODOLOGIES

Sound is very subjective, and targeted
measurement is a powerful tool to
ensure that an audio brand is engaging
and on-brand, in the minds of the target
consumer.
The Sound Agency worked with the client
to produce a full audio identity - including
a sonic logo, marketing music, music onhold, podcast sound, earcons, and oﬃce
soundscapes.
During this process, we employed the
services of a specialist music testing
service to provide quantitative and
qualitative data about the performance
of the brand assets.
This allowed us to make the necessary
changes to the sound to ensure it would
perform optimally at market launch.

Research agency

SoundOut

Participants

679

Methodology

There were two categories of quantitative test: those that
measured the sound’s general suitability for use as a sonic logo,
and those that measured brand suitability. General suitability
included tests of recall (participants’ ability to recall the client’s
sonic logo from similar ‘distractor’ sounds) and overall
engagement/appeal. Brand suitability tests included brand match
(perceived match to 12 standardised that represent >95% of
variance of emotional consumer reactions to brands). We also
collected written reviews of the sonic logo.

RESULTS
Results conﬁrmed the sound’s suitability
for use as a sonic logo. The sonic logo
performed strongly against the of brand
match components.
Qualitative and quantitative data - along
with additional scientiﬁc literature
reviews - gave consistent, useful
feedback in order to ﬁne-tune the sound.
The client highly praised the value of
this consumer research exercise.

–Sample results presented to client

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
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TBC BANK, GEORGIA

GOULDS GARDEN CENTRE, UK

“We had the pleasure of hosting Mr Treasure in Georgia and working with The Sound
Agency on TBC Bank's sound marketing project, which eliminated distracting
background noise and created pleasant background audio in client reception areas. The
Sound Agency fulﬁlled its tasks in a highly professional manner and has since
continued to help us by refreshing our audio to reﬂect the changing seasons.”

“I would whole heartedly and without hesitation recommend this system to anyone who
is tired of the same old music playing day after day and is looking for something a bit
different and bespoke for their centre. The system was easy to install as it plugged
straight into our existing PA system. Immediately it created a very calming and pleasant
environment and was very well received by staff and customers.

Aleksandre Makashvili, Head of Marketing Analytics and Insights, TBC Bank

Whilst it may be a co-incidence, in the year that the system was installed, sales have
risen by just over 9%.”

HELM BANK, COLOMBIA
“This was an enlightening process that ended up with a set of sensory expressions that
have been acknowledged by customers, competition, the media, the academy and our
employees. Not only is it a true, innovative approach, but one that is making a tangible
difference out there in the marketplace. We’re conﬁdent that the bottom line will beneﬁt
from this winning strategy.

Anthony Gould, Director, Goulds Garden Centre

BP, EUROPE

Julian is deﬁnitely one of the greatest people I have worked with. He taught us the
fascinating dimension of sound and showed us how brands can beneﬁt from that. A new
dimension for the bank, indeed.”

“The birdsong ﬁts perfectly with the BP retail brand. The result is some of the most
amazing customer research results I have ever seen and a toilet program which will roll
out across Europe where appropriate. Customers and staff alike always comment
positively on the birdsong and do so with a smile on their face. Who'd have thought that
service station toilets would ever get the make-over they deserved, let alone birds
singing in them!”

Mauricio Garcia, Head of Corporate Strategy, Helm Bank

British Petroleum

ESC, FRANCE

MUNICH AIRPORT, GERMANY

“The response from the cardiologists was fantastic. They noticed the sound right away.
We were getting a lot of positive feedback. Sound brought the congress together. What
they really liked, though, was that the sound was based on a heartbeat.

“Right from the beginning The Sound Agency understood our needs, especially the
positioning of our brand ‘Munich Airport’ and what makes it unique. In a very structured
process we together translated our values and attributes into an iconic sound, which
also reﬂects the airport’s character as an experience platform. We are very happy with
the result of our sound branding including our iconic sound logo, our Brandsuite
[brand music] with varied feels, many individual tracks and special soundscapes.”

When we got this request for improved sound at our congress, I contacted the experts
at The Sound Agency and they were very responsive. We made a great team
and we’re looking forward to working with them again in 2019.
Mike Morrissey, Chief Operating Oﬃcer, ESC

Marketing Team, Munich Airport

CONTACT
Jonny Round
Managing Director
jonny.round@thesoundagency.com
+44 7912 618 877
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Head of Planning
fran.board@thesoundagency.com
+1 778 222 1201
The Sound Agency
www.thesoundagency.com
info@thesoundagency.com
+44 845 500 2511
3000 Hillswood Drive
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